
Main Screen 

As a first step, connect your device to the Bebop or Skycontroller WiFi network 

or connect your USB Skycontroller2 

  

 

        Go to piloting 
                          Screen 

 

            Shortcut to the  
                  system        
               WiFi Settings 

             Back to Main Screen 

                  

Other icons in the Main Screen:  

 Map View: 

• View the last known drone position. 

 User Guide: 

• Brings you to this user guide. 

  App Information: 

• Provides you with information on the app version and other useful information. 

  System WiFi settings shortcut: 

A convenient shortcut to the device WiFi settings menu. 

Open “panorama Manager” 

•  The core of this app where you will create your 360 aerial panorama!! 



Piloting Screen 
in addition to the "360" feature this app is a full 
piloting app for bebop…. 

  Back to Main Screen                       Open Settings Menu  

  Return Home *                               Media Management 

     

*This buttons appear only after takeoff 

   Map View:  Allows switching from the Piloting view to the Map view.  

     WI-FI Signal: Shows the strength of the WiFi signal. 

Open/close 360 picture mode          Open Bebop Pro App (if installed) 



Piloting pads (Mode2 and Mode3) 
Four different piloting layouts are provided. In Mode2 and Mode3 one pad provides thrust and 
yaw control while the other pad provides pitch and roll control (Mode3  swaps right and left 
pads). 

 

  Thrust & Yaw                                                                                                                          Pitch & Roll  
  

    

Piloting pads (Mode1 and Mode4) 
In Mode1 and Mode4 one pad provides pitch and yaw control while the other pad provides thrust 
and roll control (Mode4 swaps right and left pads) 

Pitch & Yaw                      Thrust & Roll 

 

   Emergency: 

 In order to increase safety and avoid accidental activation of the Emergency, 
   a triple tap (with one finger) is needed to activate the Emergency. 

  

  Enable the Skycontroller for piloting the Bebop (on-screen piloting pads will  
 disappear) 

  Enable the app for piloting the Bebop (Disable the Skycontroller) 



Right Info Panel 
   

  Skycontroller / Device / Bebop GPS state + satellite number 

  Skycontroller / Device / Bebop battery level in percentage 

GPS State color 

    GPS FIX accuracy of 4 meters or better 

   GPS FIX accuracy between 4 and 10 meters 

   GPS FIX accuracy worse than 10 meters or NO FIX 

Left Info Panel 
 

  Bebop Speed 

  Bebop Altitude from Take off point 

  Bebop Distance from Piloting Device 

Media Buttons 

  Take DNG Picture                           take 180° JPG Picture 

  Take 16:9 JPG Picture                    Video Recording ON/OFF 

Note that once video recording is activated only 16 : 9 JPG Picture is available. 



Manual Piloting 

Firstly , choose your favorite piloting 
mode in settings;  

Then you can pilot the Bebop with: 

1) on-screen pads 

2) MFI bluetooth controller. 

3) Skycontroller (1 - 2) 

4) FLYPAD 

All solutions (on-screen touchpad, 
bluetooth controller,FLYPAD or 
Skycontroller) will respect the chosen 
piloting mode 

Banked turn 
“Banked turn” mode is full supported in the app, 

You can activate/deactivate banked turn in piloting settings, or 
you can “double tap with 2 fingers” on the “YAW” piloting pad on 
the screen (the position of yaw pad on the screen depends on 
your chosen piloting mode). 

                                                                                 (tap - tap) 



Camera pan, tilt and zoom 
    
    
                 

Tilt Angle Picker 

 

 

  

    Pan Angle Picker                                                                 (hold) 

  

Hold a finger on the right info panel,the piloting pads will disappear, and 2 angle 
pickers will popup; 

To move the camera orientation: 

 - sliding on the screen with another finger you can pan and tilt the   
 camera angle.    

 - or you can use the 2 on-screen angle picker for more precise adjustments 
 of tilt and pan. 

 - use the pinch gesture to zoom in and out (digital zoom will not   
 result in zoom in the final recorded video)                   

        

To reset camera pan, tilt and zoom - double tap the right info panel 

                                                                                          (tap - tap) 

The on-screen Viewfinder will constantly give you feedback on the current pan 
and tilt of the camera, as well as showing the current state of the drone roll. 



Skycontroller 

You can use your Skycontroller for manual piloting of your Bebop with this app, just connect to 
it from the main screen of the app. 

The Skycontroller joysticks will respect the choosen piloting mode in settings (Mode 1, Mode 2, 
Mode3, Mode 4). 

You always have the status of your Skycontroller on the screen (battery, GPS status, WIFI 
strength)  



Settings Menu 
To access the settings menu, tap the settings icon.   

Piloting screen settings 
Choose your favorite flight mode. 

 

Speed configuration 

These values are valid only for manual piloting and 
do not effect any automated movement. 

Return home setting 

 

Flight limits 
Here you set the max distance and altitude for your  

 

360 pics settings 
Here you have option about the shooting of the pics 
for the panorama 



360 PANORAMA 

create a 360 aerial panorama is never been as easy this app done everything for 
you; 

- take photo (from the piloting screen) 

- stitch photo  (in the panorama manager) 

Let see in detail: 

take photo for “360” 
For taking photo there is a dedicated button in the piloting screen; tap it 
to open the 360 picture taking mode.. 

You just need to pilot the drone where you want to make the aerial panorama a 
then tap on “start panorama” ;The app will automatically take all the necessary 
pics (6 pics)  rotating of 60 degrees between one each other, download and 
organize them in the “panorama manager” section of the app, and if you want will 
delete the copy inside the bebop for keep all clean!  

Once the app have done with taking pic you can continue fly it and take other set 
of pics in other spot if you want. 



Stitch photo 
for stitch the panorama once you have landed 
the bebop, move to the “panorama manager” 
from the main screen of the app. 

 

Here you will find all the set of pics you have 
take sorted by date (most recent on top) and a 
thumbnail for easy recognize them. Choose the 
set you want to use and move to the creating 
page 

 

                                                                                                                          (2) 

  

Here you will find all your pics and you can: 

1)create the panorama 

2)save the source pics in the camera roll 

3)delete everything 

                                                                                                                      (1)                  (3) 

once you have create the panorama tap on it for see it in full screen,  

from here you have few option:                                                                                             (1)                            

1)save the panorama in the camera roll                                                                                 (2) 

2)change the center of the panorama            (3) 

3)add a custom text on your panorama             

4)watch the panorama in a 360 viewer 

                                                                    (4) 



Create a good panorama 

the stitch process is a complex algorithm and it may fail! 

in simply word the app search in the pics common point for stitch them together, in this phase 
there a “random” component and for this reason each time you try to create the panorama you 
may have different results!! (if it fail you can retry for get it right) 

More “complex" (rich of colors and shape (building,mountain) are the pics and easiest is for the 
app to find common point, On the other have “flat” environment may not be correctly 
processed (flat environment: all one color (ie a big green area in all direction) 

Tips for easy creating a great panorama: 
-take pics when there no wind (the app will automatically straighten the pic based on the 
“roll” of the taking time, but no roll is better) 

-take pic in good like condition (take pic with a “low” sun will give more exposure evidence in 
the final pano, also general low light condition is “bad” for the detection of stitching point) 

-don’t use camera or props protection that “can be seen” from the camera it’s self, (the 
stitch algorithm use almost all the fisheye image)  

-don’t take pics at low altitude (pic at least 25/30m of altitude have in general more detail 
and are more easy to stitch 

Dark scenario 
if your pics are dark, or in general have 
not mani particular points are difficult to 
stitch (flat environment as mentioned 
before) like this example, the app can’t 
normally be able to find in pics what to 
stitch together. 

To stitch this kind of pics use the “Xray” 
tool!, with it on (have different level of 
intensity) the source pics are modified 
for reveal more detail, this help the 
stitch algorithm to find what to stitch 
together 

Note: the modified pics are use only for 
searching common points!, the actual 
panorama output will remain with the 
original light and contrast  

               

         (Xray tool) 



Media Management  

Once your Bebop has landed, you can access the media management screen from 
the piloting screen. Here you can download and/or delete all media stored in the 
internal memory of the Bebop without the need to access this through the 
FreeFlight3 app. 

A progress status will inform on the percentage of the video transferred. 

The button “Download and Delete” will delete only files smaller than 100mb. 

The downloaded file will be transferred to the camera roll of your device. A large 
video file may take “time” and errors may occur during this process, so please 
check that the media is safely in your camera roll before deleting it from your 
Bebop’s internal storage. 

The “Gallery” button will give you fast access to your camera roll to check the 
already downloaded media. 

Note:If you are using skycontroller be sure to be connected to the “skycontroller 
wifi network” otherwise you can’t access to the media inside the Bebop 



Tricks & Tips 

Panorama MIN altitude limit 
• with a double tap on the “start panorama” you will bypass the limit, 

but remember, low altitude panorama may not be correctly stitched, 
and all object in the panorama must be lower the line of sight of the 
bebop for a correct panorama output 

Device orientation 
• The Piloting screen works in both landscape left and landscape right. 

• Once the Bebop has taken off, autorotating is disabled in order to avoid 
unwanted rotation during piloting.  

Video streaming problem 
• If you experience black screen (no video streaming from the bebop) the 

main reason is that the freeflight pro app (or other bebop app) is running in 
the background (and keep busy some necessary network services) please 
close freeflight pro from the task manager before use my app 

DNG pics Format for Panorama 
• if you choose DNG format in “360” settings the app will shot panorama pic in 

RAW format that you can download to your pc/mac and elaborate them with 
a pc/mac app. The app (Bebop360) will anyway shot a JPG copy for create a 
360 panorama… 

(additional guidance is provided at http://michelevagnetti.altervista.org/bebop/Follow_Me_Bebop.html) 

http://michelevagnetti.altervista.org/bebop/Follow_Me_Bebop.html


MFI Bluetooth Controller 
As soon as you connect your MFI controller to your device via bluetooth the on-screen piloting pads will 
disappear and you can start to use it!                                                                                                        

Thumbsticks - move the Bebop (piloting Mode1 / Mode2 / Mode3 / Mode4) 

Directional pad - move the Camera 

L1-L2 shoulder buttons - camera up/down 

R1-R2 shoulder buttons - zoom in/out 

X button - center camera 

Y button - video recording start/stop 

B button - jpg video screenshot 

A button - take off  / landing 

R1(hold) + X button - return home 

R1(hold) + Directional pad - Flips 

R1(hold) + B - 180° dng picture 

R1(hold) + L2 - Banked Turn Mode On/Off  



Parrot FLYPAD Controller 
As soon as you turn ON your FLYPAD the on-screen piloting pads will disappear and you can start to use it!                                                                                                        

Thumbsticks - move the Bebop (piloting Mode1 / Mode2 / Mode3 / Mode4) 

L1-L2 shoulder buttons - camera up/down 

R1-R2 shoulder buttons - zoom in/out 

1 button - center camera  

2 button - return home 

A button - video recording start/stop  

B button - take picture  

Take Off  button - take off  / landing 

R1(hold) + 1 Button - Front Flip 

R1(hold) + 2 Button - Back Flip 

R1(hold) + L2 - Banked Turn Mode On/Off


